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The authors proposed a simple model for the lattice thermal conductivity of graphene in the
framework of Klemens approximation. The Gruneisen parameters were introduced separately for
the longitudinal and transverse phonon branches through averaging over phonon modes obtained
from the first principles. The calculations show that Umklapp-limited thermal conductivity of
graphene grows with the increasing linear dimensions of graphene flakes and can exceed that of the
basal planes of bulk graphite when the flake size is on the order of a few micrometers. The obtained
results are in agreement with experimental data and reflect the two-dimensional nature of phonon
transport in graphene. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3136860�

It was recently discovered experimentally that graphene,
i.e., individual sheets of sp2-hybridized carbon bound in
two dimensions �2D�,1,2 reveals an extremely high thermal
conductivity K. The measurements reported by Balandin
and coworkers3,4 were performed with the noncontact optical
technique based on Raman spectroscopy, and used indepen-
dently determined temperature coefficients of the graphene G
phonon peak.5 It was found that the near room-temperature
�RT� thermal conductivity of partially suspended single-layer
graphene is in the range K�3000–5000 W /mK depending
on the graphene flake size. The strong width dependence was
also observed.4,6

The first experimental report of the thermal conductivity
of graphene stimulated a body of theoretical work on the
subject. Nika et al.7 performed a detail study of the lattice
thermal conductivity of graphene using the phonon disper-
sion obtained from the valence-force field �VFF� method.
The authors treated the three-phonon Umklapp scattering di-
rectly considering all phonon relaxation channels allowed by
the energy and momentum conservation in graphene 2D Bril-
louin zone �BZ�.7 Jiang et al.8 calculated the thermal conduc-
tance of graphene in the pure ballistic limit obtaining a high
value, which translates to the thermal conductivity in excess
of �6600 W /mK. The higher thermal conductivity is ex-
pected for the ballistic regime when no scattering is in-
cluded. Although numerical calculations are in line with the
experiments,3,4 there is a strong need for a simple analytical
model, which would elucidate the differences in the heat
transport in graphene as compared to bulk graphite. Such a
model can also be used for estimates of the thermal conduc-
tivity of graphene flake of various sizes and at different tem-
peratures, and help with interpretation of the experimental
data.

In this letter, we follow the spirit of Klemens9,10 ap-
proach to the thermal conductivity of graphene, which was
proposed before graphene was actually exfoliated. We alter it

by using a more general expression for thermal conductivity,
introducing two Gruneisen parameters �s obtained indepen-
dently for each of the heat conducting phonon polarization
branches s, and separating the velocities and cut-off frequen-
cies for each phonon branch. These allow us to better reflect
the specifics of the phonon dispersion in graphene. The ef-
fective parameters �s are computed by averaging the phonon
mode-dependent ��q� for all relevant phonons �here q is the
phonon wave vector�. The phonon branches, which carry
heat, are longitudinal acoustic �LA� and transverse acoustic
�TA�. The out-of-plane transverse acoustic phonons �ZA�,
i.e., “bending branch,” do not make substantial contributions
to heat conduction due to their low group velocity and high
��q�.

Klemens9,10 clearly distinguished the heat transport in
basal planes of bulk graphite and in single-layer graphene. In
the former the heat transport is approximately 2D only till
some low-bound cut-off frequency �C. Below �C there ap-
pears strong coupling with the cross-plane phonon modes
and heat starts to propagate in all directions, which reduces
the contributions of these low-energy modes to heat transport
along basal planes to negligible. In bulk graphite there is a
physically reasonable reference point for the on-set of the
cross-plane coupling, which is the ZO� phonon branch near
�4 THz observed in the spectrum of bulk graphite. The
presence of ZO� branch and corresponding �C allows one to
avoid the logarithmic divergence in the Umklapp-limited
thermal conductivity integral and calculate it without consid-
ering other scattering mechanisms.

The physics of heat conduction is principally different in
graphene where the phonon transport is pure 2D all the way
to zero phonon frequency ��q=0�=0. There is no ZO�
branch in graphene and no on-set of the cross-plane heat
transport at the long-wavelength limit in the system, which
consists of only one atomic plane. Thus, the cut-off fre-
quency for Umklapp processes cannot be introduced by anal-
ogy with bulk graphite. In the case of graphene one needs to
include other scattering mechanisms for phonons in order to
obtain the thermal conductivity. We have previously accom-
plished it by including phonon scattering on rough edges of
graphene flakes and mass-difference defect scattering.7 One
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can also avoid divergence by limiting the phonon mean free
path �MFP� by the natural boundaries of the crystalline
graphene flake.

Using an expression for the three-phonon Umklapp scat-
tering from Refs. 9 and 10 but introducing separate lifetimes
for LA and TA phonons, we have

�U,s =
1

�s
2

M�s
2

kBT

�s,max

�2 , �1�

where s=TA, LA, �s is the average phonon velocity for a
given branch, T is the absolute temperature, kB is the Boltz-
mann constant, �s,max is the maximum cut-off frequency for
a given branch and M is the mass of a graphene unit cell. To
determine �s we averaged ��q� obtained from the accurate
phonon dispersion calculated using VFF method7 and Mou-
net and Marzari11 ab initio theory. Both approaches give
similar results for all phonon branches.

The general expression for the thermal conductivity of
graphene can be written as7
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dq
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Here h=0.35 nm is the thickness of graphene and �U,s are
given by Eq. �1�. The above equation can be used to calcu-
late the thermal conductivity with the actual dependence of
the phonon frequency �s�q� and the phonon velocity
d�s�q� /dq on the phonon wave number. To simplify the
model we can use the liner dispersion �s�q�=�sq and rewrite
it as
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where
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In the above equation, x=�� /kBT, and the upper cut-off fre-
quencies �s,max are defined from the actual phonon disper-
sion at the BZ edge.7,11 The low-bound cut-off frequencies
�s,min for each s are determined from the condition that the
phonon MFP cannot exceed the physical size L of the flake,
i.e.,

�s,min =
�s

�s

M�s

kBT

�s,max

L
. �4�

The integrand in Eq. �3� can be further simplified near RT
when ��s,max�kBT, and it can be expressed as

F��s,min� � − ln��exp���s,min/kBT� − 1��

+
��s,min

kBT

exp���s,min/kBT�
exp���s,min/kBT� − 1

. �5�

The obtained Eqs. �3� and �5� constitute a simple analytical

model for calculation of the thermal conductivity of
graphene layers, which retains such important features of
graphene phonon spectra as different �s and �s for LA and
TA branches. The model also reflects strictly 2D nature of
heat transport in graphene all the way down to zero phonon
frequency. Our Eq. �3� reduces to Klemens9,10 formula for
graphene in the limit x→0 ���	kBT� and additional sim-
plifying assumption of the same �s and �s for LA and TA
phonons.

Using Eqs. �3�–�5� we calculated the Umklapp-limited
thermal conductivity of graphene as a function of tempera-
ture near RT. The results are shown in Fig. 1 for different
linear dimensions of graphene flakes. The Gruneisen param-
eters used in this calculation, �LA=1.8 and �TA=0.75, were
obtained by averaging of ��q�.11 The calculated Umklapp-
limited thermal conductivity of graphene exceeds the experi-
mental RT value for the high-quality bulk graphite, K
�2000 W /mK.12 It grows with the increasing linear size of
the graphene flake L. Such dependence may appear surpris-
ing near RT. At the same time, it is manifestation of the
strictly 2D nature of phonon transport in graphene.

The K increase with increasing L stems from �s,min
�L−1/2 dependence �see Eq. �4��. This means that in the
larger graphene flakes, acoustic phonons with longer wave-
length are available for heat transfer. Graphene’s low-bound
frequencies �s,min fall below the graphite bulk cut-off of 4
THz when the flake size is between 4–10 
m �depending
on temperature�. At this length scale, the Umklapp-limited
thermal conductivity of graphene exceeds the theoretical in-
trinsic thermal conductivity of bulk graphite owing to a
larger interval of phonons ��s,min ;�s,max� participating in
heat conduction �see Eq. �3��. The temperature dependence
deviates from 1 /T law, particularly for small flakes, due to
the boundary restrictions on phonon MFP from graphene
edges. This has analogies in heat transport in polycrystalline
materials with similar restrictions on phonon MFP due to the
boundaries.13,14 The experimental data after Balandin and
coworkers3,4 is also shown for comparison. The added error
bars indicate the spread of measured values for different
sizes of graphene flakes produced from crystalline Kish
graphite.3,4

In Fig. 2 we present the dependence of thermal conduc-
tivity of graphene on the dimension of the flake L. The data

FIG. 1. �Color online� Thermal conductivity of graphene flake as a function
of temperature for several linear dimensions L of the flake.
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is presented for the averaged values �LA=1.8 and �TA
=0.75 obtained from ab initio calculations, and for several
other close sets of �LA,TA to illustrate the sensitivity of the
result to Gruneisen parameters. For small graphene flakes, K
dependence on L is rather strong. It weakens for flakes with
L�10 
m. The calculated values are in agreement with the
experiment.3,4,6 The horizontal line indicate the experimental
thermal conductivity for bulk graphite,12 which is lower than
the theoretical intrinsic limit, and it is exceeded by
graphene’s thermal conductivity at smaller L. Klemens9,10

formula gives similar K�L� dependence but with different
absolute values of K due to overestimated � in his calcula-
tions and few other simplifying assumptions.

One should note here that the calculated thermal conduc-
tivity is an intrinsic quantity limited by the three-phonon
Umklapp scattering only. But it is determined for a specific
graphene flake size since L defines the low-bound �long-
wavelength� cut-off frequency in Umklapp scattering
through Eq. �4�. In experiments, thermal conductivity will
also be limited by defect scattering. When the size of the
flake becomes very large with many polycrystalline grains,
the scattering on their boundaries will also lead to phonon
relaxation. The latter can be included in our model through
adjustment of L. The extrinsic phonon scattering mecha-
nisms prevent indefinite growth of thermal conductivity of
graphene with L.

In conclusion, we proposed a simple analytical model
for estimating the thermal conductivity of graphene flakes of
different size. It captures the main features of pure 2D pho-
non transport in graphene, which distinguishes it from that in
basal planes of bulk graphite. The model utilizes two Grun-
eisen parameters �s for the heat conducting LA and TA pho-
non branches, which were obtained by averaging of the
ab initio mode-dependent ��q�. The thermal conductivity
calculated with our model gives results consistent with the
rigorous theory of heat conduction in graphene7 and in ex-
cellent agreement with the experiment.3,4 Obtained results
are important for the proposed graphene applications as lat-

eral heat spreaders4,6,15,16 and interconnects16,17 in future na-
noelectronic and optoelectronic circuits.

Note added in proof. We became aware of a recent tight-
binding and nonequilibrium Green’s function calculation of
thermal transport in graphene nanoribbons with the width,
which corresponds to 2–20 carbon atoms. Lan et al.18 ob-
tained very strong graphene ribbon width dependence, which
is in line with the theoretical results reported in this work.
They also reported similar temperature dependence for the
thermal conductance, i.e., weak growth followed by satura-
tion, as the one we found for the small-size flakes. The RT
value of the thermal conductivity calculated by Lan et al.,18

K�3410 W/mK, is clearly above the bulk graphite limit of
2000 W/mK and in agreement with the experiments of Ba-
landin and coworkers.3,4
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Thermal conductivity of graphene as a function of the
graphene flake size L. Note that the thermal conductivity of graphene ex-
ceeds that of basal planes of graphite when the flake size is larger than few
micrometers.
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